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Abstract

Evolutionary computation methods have been used to
solve several optimization and learning problems. This pa-
per describes an application of evolutionary computation
methods to constants optimization in Genetic Programming.
A general evolution strategy technique is proposed for ap-
proximating the optimal constants in a computer program
representing the solution of a symbolic regression problem.
The new algorithm has been compared with a recent lin-
ear genetic programming approach based on straight-line
programs. The experimental results show that the proposed
algorithm improves such technique.

1 Introduction

In the last years Genetic Programming (GP) has been ap-
plied to a range of complex problems in a variety of fields
like quantum computing, electronic design, sorting, search-
ing, game playing, etc. Most of these applications can be
seen as evolutionary optimization or evolutionary learning.
For dealing with these complex tasks, GP evolves a popu-
lation composed by symbolic expressions built from a set
of functionals and a set of terminals (including the vari-
ables and the constants). In this paper we want to exploit
the following intuitive idea: once the shape of the sym-
bolic expression representing some optimal solution has
been found, we try to determine the best values of the con-
stants appearing in the symbolic expression. More specif-
ically, the terminals being constants are not fixed numeric
values, but references to numeric values. Specializing these
references to fixed values, a specific symbolic expression,
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whose corresponding semantic function is a candidate solu-
tion for the problem instance, is obtained. One simple way
to exemplify this situation is the following. Assume that we
have to guess the equation of a geometric figure. If some-
body (for example a GP algorithm) tells us that this figure is
a quartic function, it only remains for us to guess the appro-
priate coefficients. This point of view is not new and it con-
stitutes the underlying idea of many successful methods in
Machine Learning that combine a space of hypotheses with
least square methods. Previous work in which constants of
a symbolic expression have been effectively optimized has
also dealt with memetic algorithms, in which classical local
optimization techniques (gradient descent [9], linear scaling
[3] or other methods based on diversity measures [7]) were
used.

We have tested the performance of our strategy on sym-
bolic regression problem instances. The problem of sym-
bolic regression consists of finding –in symbolic form– a
function that fits a given finite sample set of data points.
More formally, we consider an input space X = IRn and
an output space Y = IR. We are given a sample of m pairs
z = (xi, yi)1≤i≤m. These examples are drawn according
to an unknown probability measure ρ on the product space
Z = X×Y and they are independent identically distributed
(i.i.d.). The goal is to construct a function f : X → Y
which predicts the value y ∈ Y from a given x ∈ X. The
criterion to choose a function f is a low probability of er-
ror. As usual in this context, we estimate error by empirical
error.

In our algorithm for finding function f, a GP algorithm
will try to guess its shape whereas the evolution strategy
(ES) will try to find its coefficients.

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we de-
scribe the components that constitute the ES for obtain-
ing good values for the constants. Section 3 provides the
definition of the structure that will represent the programs



and also includes the details of the designed GP algorithm.
Section 4 presents some numerical experiments. Finally,
section 5 draws some conclusions and addresses future re-
search directions.

2 The algorithm and its convergence

In this section we describe an evolution strategy (ES) that
provides good values for the numeric terminal symbols C =
{c1, . . . , cq} used by a population of symbolic expressions
that evolves during a GP process. We assume a population
P = {Γ1, . . . , ΓN} constituted by N symbolic expressions
over a set of numeric functionals F and a set of numeric
terminals T = V ∪C. Let [a, b] ⊂ IR be the search space for
the constants ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ q. In this situation, each individual
c is represented by a vector of floating point numbers in
[a, b]q.

There are several ways of defining the fitness of a vector
of constants c, but in all of them the current population P
of symbolic expressions that evolves in the GP process is
involved. Let z = (xi, yi) ∈ IRn × IR, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, be a
sample defining a symbolic regression instance. Given a
vector of values containing the constants c = (c1, . . . , cq),
we define the fitness of c by the following expression:

FES
z (c) = min{Fz(Γc

i ); 1 ≤ i ≤ N} (1)

where Fz(Γc
i ) represents the fitness of the symbolic expres-

sion Γi after making the substitution of the references to the
constants in C, by the numeric values of c. The expression
that computes Fz(Γc

i ) is defined below by Equation 6.
Observe that when the fitness of c is computed by means

of the above expression, the GP fitness values of a whole
population of symbolic expressions are also computed. This
could cause too much computational effort when the size of
both populations increases. In order to prevent the above sit-
uation new fitness functions for c can be introduced, where
only a subset of the population P of the symbolic expres-
sions is evaluated. Previous work based on cooperative co-
evolutionary architectures suggests two basic methods for
selecting the subset of collaborators (see [11]): The first
one, in our case, consists of the selection of the best sym-
bolic expression of the current population P, considering
the GP fitness obtained from the last evaluation of P. The
second one selects two individuals from P : the best one
and a random symbolic expression. Then, evaluates both
symbolic expressions with the references to constants spe-
cialized to c and assigns the best value to the fitness of c.
In general, there are three aspects to consider when select-
ing the subset of collaborators. These aspects are: The de-
gree of greediness when choosing a collaborator (collabo-
rator selection pressure); the number of collaborators (col-
laboration pool size) and the method of assigning a fitness

value given the multiple partial results from the collabora-
tors (collaboration credit assignment). In this paper we will
consider the first subset of P for computing the fitness of c.
Then the expression 1 becomes

FES
z (c) = Fz(Γc

0) (2)

where Γ0 is the best symbolic expression of the population
P, obtained by the execution of a previous GP algorithm.
The details of this GP algorithm will be described in the
next section.

Next we describe the ES for optimizing constants. Sim-
ilar to many other evolutionary algorithms, the ES always
maintains a population of constants vectors {c1, . . . , cM}.
The initial vector of constants comes from the GP algo-
rithm evolving symbolic expressions. Different vectors of
constants can be generated at random from the uniform dis-
tribution in the search space.

Recombination in the ES involves all individuals in the
population. If the population size is M , then the recom-
bination will have M parents and generates M offsprings
through linear combination. Mutation is achieved by per-
forming an affine transformation. The fitness of a vector of
constants is evaluated by Equation 2. The main steps of the
ES are described as follows:

1. Recombination: Let A := (aij)1≤i,j≤M be an M ×
M matrix that satisfies aij ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ M

and
∑M

j=1 aij = 1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ M . Then generate
an intermediate population of constants vectors XI =
(c1

I , . . . , cM
I) from X = (c1, . . . , cM ) through the

following recombination:

(XI)t = A Xt, (3)

where Xt represents the transposition of vector X .
Many different methods for choosing matrix A can be
used. In practice A can be chosen either deterministi-
cally or stochastically.

2. Mutation: Generate the next intermediate population
XJ from XI as follows: for each individual cI

i in pop-
ulation XI produce an offspring according to

(cJ
i )t = Bi (cI

i )
t + gt

i (4)

where Bi is an q×q matrix and gi is a q- vector. Matrix
Bi and vector gi can be chosen either deterministically
or stochastically.

Next we show some calculations that justify the pro-
posed recombination and mutation procedures. Suppose
that the individuals at time I of the evolution process are
X = (c1, · · · , cM ). Let c be an optimal set of constants.
Let ej := cj − c According to recombination
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ci
I =

M∑

j=1

aijcj , i = 1, . . . ,M

Since
∑M

j=1 aij = 1 and aij ≥ 0 then for i = 1, . . . , M :

||eI
i || = ||ci

I − c|| ≤

≤
M∑

j=1

aij ||cj
I − c|| ≤ max

1≤j≤M
||ej ||.

This means essentially that the recombination procedure
does not make population XI worse than population X . In
order to justify the proposed mutation procedure, the reader
can realized, using a similar argument as above, that if there
exists a selection of matrices Bi, with ||Bi|| < 1, and vec-
tors gi for which the optimal set of constants c is a fixed
point, that is,

ct = Bic
t + gi

t,

then the evolution strategy ES converges to its optimum
when the number of generations goes to infinity. Obviously,
finding such matrices Bi and vectors gi could be very diffi-
cult in practice or it may even happen that they do not exist.

3 Evolving straight-line programs represent-
ing symbolic expressions

In the GP paradigm, the symbolic expressions are usu-
ally represented by LISP S-expressions or by directed trees
with ordered branches (see [4]). Recently, a new structure
named straight-line program (slp) has been introduced with
considerable success, as an alternative for representing sym-
bolic expressions ([1]). GP approach based on slp’s consis-
tently outperforms conventional GP based on tree structured
representations. A slp consists of a finite sequence of com-
putational assignments where each assignment is obtained
by applying some functional to a set of arguments that can
be variables, constants or pre-computed results. The formal
definition of the slp structure is the following.
Definition ([1]) Let F = {f1, . . . , fp} be a set of func-
tions, where each fi has arity ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ p, and let
T = {t1, . . . , tm} be a set of terminals. A straight-line
program (slp) over F and T is a finite sequence of com-
putational instructions Γ = {I1, . . . , Il}, where for each
k ∈ {1, . . . , l},

Ik ≡ uk := fjk
(α1, . . . , αajk

); with fjk
∈ F,

αi ∈ T for all i if k = 1 and αi ∈ T ∪ {u1, . . . , uk−1} for
1 < k ≤ l.

In our case, the set of terminals T satisfies T = V ∪ C
where V = {x1, . . . , xn} is a finite set of variables and

C = {c1, . . . , cq} is a finite set of references to constants.
The number of instructions l is the length of Γ.

Observe that a slp Γ = {I1, . . . , Il} is identified with
the set of variables ui that are introduced by means of the
instructions Ii. Thus the slp Γ can be denoted by Γ =
{u1, . . . , ul}.

Let Γ = {u1, . . . , ul} be a slp over F and T. The sym-
bolic expression represented by Γ is ul considered as an
expression over the set of terminals T constructed by a se-
quence of recursive compositions from the set of functions
F. Provided that V = {x1, . . . , xn} ⊂ T is the set of termi-
nal variables and C = {c1, . . . , cq} ⊂ T is the set of refer-
ences to the constants, for each specialization c ∈ [a, b]q ⊂
IRq of the set of constants to fixed values, a specific sym-
bolic expression Γc is obtained, whose semantic function
ΦΓc : IRn → IR satisfies ΦΓc(a1, . . . , an) = b, where
b stands for the value of the expression over V of the non-
terminal variable ul when we substitute the variable xk by
ak; 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

Example Let F be the set given by the three binary stan-
dard arithmetic operations F = {+,−, ∗} and let T =
{c1, x1, x2, . . . , xn} be the set of terminals. Any slp Γ over
F and T represents a n-variate polynomial whose coeffi-
cients are also polynomials in c1. If we consider that c1

takes values in [0,1], for each specific value of c1 a poly-
nomial in IR[x1, . . . , xn] will be obtained.

Consider now a symbolic regression problem instance
represented by a sample set z = (xi, yi) ∈ IRn × IR,
1 ≤ i ≤ m, and let Γc be a specific slp over F and T ob-
tained by giving values to the constant references C =
{c1, . . . , cq}. In this situation, the empirical error of Γc w.r.t
the sample set of data points z is defined by the following
expression:

εm(Γc) =
1
m

m∑

i=1

(ΦΓc(xi)− yi)2 (5)

For a class of structures H with finite complexity, repre-
senting the symbolic expressions, the proposed model can
be chosen minimizing the empirical error. The problem
of model selection –also called complexity control– arises
when the classH consists of structures of varying complex-
ity (for instance –in the case of Genetic Programming– trees
with varying size or height). Then the problem of regression
estimation requires optimal selection of model complexity
(i.e., the size or the height) in addition to model estimation
via minimization of empirical error as defined in Equation
(5). This is the case of our class of slp’s. Then, we use in
this paper the number of non-scalar operations of the slp,
that is, operations which are not in {+,−}. This is a mea-
sure of the non-linearity of the model considered. This no-
tion is related with the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimen-
sion of the set of symbolic expressions given by slp’s using
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a bounded number of non-scalar operators. The exact rela-
tionship between non-scalar size of a slp (more generally, a
computer program) and its VC dimension is showed in [6].
Thus, given a slp Γc, we will define the fitness of Γc w.r.t.
the sample set of data points z as

Fz(Γc) = εm(Γc).

(
1−

√
p− p ln p +

ln m

2m

)−1

(6)

where p = h
m and h is the number of non-scalar operations

of Γc. Equation 6 is also know as the Structural Risk (SR)
of Γc (see [10]). Then the goal is the minimization of the
SR.

As we have mentioned in the introduction, the main con-
tribution of this paper is the proposal of an evolution strat-
egy for the optimization of the constant references that ap-
pear in a symbolic expression represented by a slp. Hence,
a good starting point for the optimization method is a sym-
bolic expression with a promising shape with respect to the
sample set. This symbolic expression is obtained by means
of the evolution of a population of slp’s within a GP algo-
rithm. The GP process begins with a random selection of a
vector c of values for the constants. During the execution of
the GP algorithm, the population of slp’s keeps references
to the constants while performing recombination operators.
The vector of constant values c is only used for the com-
putation of the fitness of each slp applying the equation 6.
When the GP process finishes, the slp with the best fitness
value is selected and c is included in the initial population
of the evolution strategy for constants optimization.

For the construction of each slp Γ over F and T of the
initial population in the GP procedure, we first select an el-
ement f ∈ F and then the function arguments of f are also
randomly chosen in T for k = 1 and in T ∪{u1, . . . , uk−1}
for k > 1. For the purpose of defining suitable recombi-
nation operators for slp’s we will work with homogeneous
populations of equal length individuals. In this sense, ob-
serve that given a slp Γ = {u1, . . . , ul} and L ≥ l, we can
construct the slp Γ′ = {u1, . . . , ul−1, u

′
l, . . . , u

′
L−1, u

′
L},

where u′L = ul and u′k, for k = l to L − 1, is any in-
struction satisfying the conditions in the slp’s definition. In
this situation is easy to see that Γ and Γ′ represent the same
symbolic expression.

The recombination operators used are those described in
[1] and reproduced below followed by an example, because
they are not well known.

Definition (slp-crossover) Let Γ = {u1, . . . , uL} and Γ′ =
{u′1, . . . , u′L} be two slp’s over F and T. First, a position
k in Γ is randomly selected; 1 ≤ k ≤ L. Let Suk

=
{uj1 , . . . , ujm} the set of instructions of Γ involved in the
evaluation of uk with the assumption that j1 < . . . < jm.
Next we randomly select a position t in Γ′ with m ≤ t ≤ L

and we modify Γ′ by making the substitution of the sub-
set of instructions {u′t−m+1, . . . , u

′
t} in Γ′, by the instruc-

tions of Γ in Suk
suitably renamed. The renaming func-

tion R applied over to the elements of Suk
is defined as

R(uji
) = u′t−m+i, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. After this pro-

cess we obtain the first offspring from Γ and Γ′. For the
second offspring we symmetrically repeat this strategy, but
now we begin by randomly selecting a position k′ in Γ′.
Example Let us consider the following slp’s:

Γ ≡





u1 := x + y
u2 := u1 ∗ u1

u3 := u1 ∗ x
u4 := u3 + c1

u5 := u3 ∗ u2

Γ′ ≡





u1 := c1 ∗ x
u2 := u1 + y
u3 := u1 + x
u4 := u2 ∗ x
u5 := u1 + u4

If k = 3 then Su3 = {u1, u3}, and t must be selected in
{2, . . . , 5}. Being assumed that t = 3, the first offspring
will be

Γ1 ≡





u1 := c1 ∗ x
u2 := x + y
u3 := u2 ∗ x
u4 := u2 ∗ x
u5 := u1 + u4

For the second offspring, if the selected position in Γ′ is
k′ = 4, then Su4 = {u1, u2, u4}. Now if t = 5, the off-
spring will be:

Γ2 ≡





u1 := x + y
u2 := u1 ∗ u1

u3 := c1 ∗ x
u4 := u3 + y
u5 := u4 ∗ x

When the mutation operator is applied to a slp Γ, the first
step consists of selecting an instruction ui ∈ Γ at random.
Then a new random selection is made within the arguments
of the function f ∈ F that constitutes the instruction ui.
Finally the selected argument is replaced with another one
in T ∪ {u1, . . . , ui−1} randomly chosen.

Reproduction operation of an individual Γ consists of
performing an identical copy of Γ.

We use generational replacement between populations.
The construction process of the new population of slp’s
from the current population is as follows: First, the current
population is randomly reordered as a mating pool. Then,
for each pair of individuals in the reordered population, the
recombination operators are applied with its corresponding
probability. Finally we introduce the individuals in the new
population. For mutation and reproduction operators, the
obtained individuals are directly included in the new pop-
ulation, but in the case of the crossover operator, the off-
springs generated do not necessarily replace their parents.
After a crossover we have four individuals: two parents and
two offsprings. We rank them by their fitness values and
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we pick one individual from each of the two first levels of
the ranking. If, for example, three of the individuals have
equal fitness value, we only select one of them and the one
selected in the second place is in this case the worst of the
four individuals. This strategy prevents premature conver-
gence and maintains diversity in the population.

4 Experimentation

4.1 Experimental setting

As it was mentioned in the introduction, the strategy used
consists of executing first the GP algorithm that evolves the
symbolic expressions represented by slp’s, and then opti-
mizing the constants by means of the ES until the termi-
nation condition was reached. This strategy implies the
division of the total computational effort between the two
described algorithms. We define the computational effort
(CE) as the total number of basic operations that have been
computed up to that moment. In our case we consider the
following three possible divisions: 25% of the CE for the
GP and 75% for the ES; 50% of the CE for each algorithm
and 75% for the GP, 25% for the ES. We also compare the
results with a purely GP strategy, without optimization of
constants. The total CE was fixed in all the executions to
107 basic operations.

We have executed our algorithms in order to solve in-
stances of the symbolic regression problem, associated to
the following target functions:

f1(x, y, z) = (x+y + z)2 +1, x, y, z ∈ [−100, 100] (7)

f2(x, y, z, w) =
1
2

x +
1
4

y +
1
6

z +
1
8

w (8)

x, y, z, w ∈ [−100, 100]

f3(x) = x4 + x3 + x2 + x, x ∈ [−5, 5] (9)

f4(x) = e x2 + π x, x ∈ [−π, π] (10)

f5(x) =





4x2(3− 4x) x ∈ [0, 0.5]
(4/3)x(4x2 − 10x + 7)− 3/2 x ∈ (0.5, 0.75]
(16/3)x(x− 1)2 x ∈ (0.75, 1]

(11)

f6(x1, x2) =
sin

√
x2

1 + x2
2

x2
1 + x2

2

, x1, x2 ∈ [−5, 5] (12)

These are functions of several classes: univariate and
multivariate polynomial functions with different types of
coefficients, a discontinuous piecewise polynomial function
and a two dimensional trigonometric function.

For every execution the corresponding sample set z =
(xi, yi)1≤i≤m is constituted by 30 points. In real-world
problems, the sample points are obtained by means of some
measurement tasks that usually contain errors or noise. Let
f be the unknown target function. The real sample set z
satisfies the following relationship:

yi = f(xi) + εi; (13)

where εi is the error associated to the measure correspond-
ing to point zi = (xi, yi). In our experiments 30 sample
points are generated where the x-values follow from uni-
form distribution in the input domain and for the computa-
tion of y-values Equation 13 is used in order to corrupt the
values with noise. The noise variance was fixed to 0.1.

The structures that represent the symbolic expressions
are slp’s over the set of functionals F = {+,−, ∗, //}, in-
cremented with the sign operator for the target function f5

and with the sin function in the case of target function f6.
In the set F, ”//” indicates the protected division, i.e. x//y
returns x/y if y 6= 0 and 1 otherwise. The terminal set T
consists of the variables of the corresponding target function
and includes a set of references to constants: {c1, . . . , cq},
where each constant takes values in [0,1]. We will show
results for q = 3 and q = 6.

The particular settings for the parameters of the GP al-
gorithm with slp’s are the following: population size: 200,
crossover rate: 0.9, mutation rate: 0.05, reproduction rate:
0.05 and length of slp’s: 32.

For the case of the ES that provides values for the
constants, the following fact must be considered. Al-
though we have described in section 2 general recombi-
nation and mutation operators involving the whole popu-
lation {c1, . . . , cM} in the first case, and all the genes of
ci in the case of the mutation of ci, in this work we have
considered the following particular cases: An arithmetic
crossover (c.f. [8]) and a non-uniform mutation operator
adapted to our search space [a, b]q which is convex ([5]).
Each crossover involves only two individuals of the popu-
lation, obtained by tournament selection. Then the M ×M
matrix A is constructed row by row applying the following
method: For all i ∈ {1, . . . , M}, with probability pc there
exist ji

1, ji
2 ∈ {1, . . . , M} such that aiji

1
= λ, aiji

2
= 1− λ

and with probability 1 − pc, aii = 1. For each row of A, λ
is randomly chosen in [0, 1] and pc = 0.95. The population
size is M = 100.

The mutation is defined by Equation 4, where Bi is the
identity matrix of size q and gi is not a null vector with
probability pm = 0.05. If this is the case each component
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k ∈ {1, . . . , q} of gi satisfies:

gik = ∆(t, b− cik) with probability p

and

gik = −∆(t, cik − a), with probability 1− p

p takes the value 0.5 and t is the generation number. The
function ∆ is defined as ∆(t, y) := y · r · (1 − t

T ) where
r is a random number in [0,1] and T represents the maxi-
mum estimated number of generations. Note that function
∆(t, y) returns a value in [0, y] such that the probability of
∆(t, y) being close to 0 increases as t increases. This prop-
erty lets this operator search the space uniformly initially
(when t is small), and very locally at later stages.

Finally, ES includes elitism and the best obtained indi-
vidual up to the moment is always contained in the current
population.

4.2 Experimental results

Usually, a useful tool to compare performances of evo-
lution strategies is the average over all runs of the best fit-
ness values at termination. This measure is known as the
mean best fitness (MBF). It is also sometimes interesting to
consider the absolute best obtained fitness (ABF) for each
function after performing all the executions. But in this
study, the sample points used as “training set” by our al-
gorithms were generated with noise. Thus the MBF or the
ABF, that are computed considering only this noisy sample
set, could be unsatisfactory measures of the quality of the
proposed symbolic expression as a model for the unknown
target function. In order to give a more appropriate mea-
sure of the quality of this model, it makes sense to consider
a new set of points generated without noise from the tar-
get function. This new set of examples is known as the test
set or validation set. So, let (xi, yi)1≤i≤ntest a validation
set for the target function f(x) (i.e. yi = f(xi)) and let
g(x) be the model estimated from the sample set. Then the
prediction risk εntest is defined by the mean square error
(MSE) between the values of g and the true values of the
target function f over the validation set:

εntest =
1

ntest

ntest∑

i=1

(g(xi)− yi)2 (14)

In this experimentation the size ntest of the validation
set is 200. In the following tables we display the absolute
best prediction risk value for each target function (table 1)
and the mean of the prediction risk values considering the
5 and the 25 best executions (tables 2 and 3). The different
variants of the proposed strategy are denoted by the amount
of CE assigned to the ES. GP denotes the standard genetic

Table 1. Prediction risk values for the best
symbolic expression of the best execution

Function 75%-ES 50%-ES 25%-ES GP

q = 3

f1 7.3E-01 3.8E-04 3.3E-04 3.4E-04
f2 4.2E+00 1.3E+01 1.7E-01 2.9E+00
f3 3.7E-07 3.5E-07 2.7E-07 2.3E-07
f4 3.9E-01 2.8E-01 2.9E-01 4.2E-01
f5 1.8E-02 1.7E-02 1.1E-02 1.3E-02
f6 3.8E-02 4.2E-02 3.7E-02 4.0E-02

q = 6

f1 4.2E-04 7.4E-04 3.6E-04 4.6E-04
f2 5.0E+01 3.3E+00 5.8E-03 2.0E+00
f3 3.0E-06 1.3E-05 3.6E-07 3.2E-07
f4 3.9E-01 4.2E-01 2.2E-01 4.5E-01
f5 2.1E-02 2.3E-02 1.6E-02 1.3E-02
f6 5.1E-02 4.8E-02 4.7E-02 5.0E-02

programming approach based on straight-line programs and
does not include optimization of constants.

From the results presented in the above tables, we can
see that the purely GP strategy is almost always outper-
formed by some of the other GP-ES combined methods. In
terms of the best prediction risk value, the combination 75%
for the GP algorithm and 25% for the ES produces better re-
sults than the other combinations. Nevertheless, in the case
of function f3, we can observe that purely GP obtains the
best results for the two values of q, which represents the
number of references to the constants. Presumably f3 is a
very simple function with “easy” coefficients that can be es-
timated without using the constants optimization evolution
strategy. As it can be seen in tables 2 and 3, if we consider
for each target function a reasonable set of the best execu-
tions, the mean quality of the set related to the combination
rate 75%-25% for GP-ES is often the best. Then we can
state that the described cooperative coevolution strategy in
which first a GP evolves a population of symbolic expres-
sions and then an ES provides good values for the numerical
terminal symbols outperforms the known GP methods for
solving the studied symbolic regression problem instances.

Regarding parameter q, its suitable value depends on the
unknown target function. In our case, q = 3 is better than
q = 6 for the most part of the studied target functions. How-
ever, for functions f2 and f4 the GP-ES strategy performs
better with q = 6.

Finally, as complementary information to the above ta-
bles, figures 1 and 2 show the empirical distribution of the
100 executions in terms of the prediction risk, for each strat-
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Table 2. Mean prediction risk of the best 5 and
25 executions, for target functions f1, f2, f3

Strategy q = 3 q = 6

5 best 25 best 5 best 25 best

f1

75%-ES 3.8E-01 1.2E+00 4.1E-03 1.5E+00
50%-ES 7.7E-04 7.2E-01 2.1E-02 6.9E-01
25%-ES 4.4E-04 4.5E-01 5.0E-04 4.9E-01

GP 1.4E-03 5.2E-01 1.8E-03 6.0E-01

f2

75%-ES 2.5E+01 7.3E+01 5.6E+01 9.5E+01
50%-ES 2.8E+01 6.2E+01 1.9E+01 5.8E+01
25%-ES 4.0E+00 4.0E+01 3.2E-01 3.0E+01

GP 6.9E+00 4.3E+01 8.5E+00 4.1E+01

f3

75%-ES 7.3E-03 5.7E-01 6.3E-03 4.0E+00
50%-ES 6.3E-07 1.6E-01 7.2E-03 6.6E-01
25%-ES 3.2E-07 3.5E-02 4.4E-03 1.4E+00

GP 6.3E-03 3.6E-01 8.5E-03 1.2E+00

Table 3. Mean prediction risk of the best 5 and
25 executions, for target functions f4, f5, f6

Strategy q = 3 q = 6

5 best 25 best 5 best 25 best

f4

75%-ES 4.4E-01 4.8E-01 4.4E-01 4.8E-01
50%-ES 4.0E-01 4.7E-01 4.6E-01 4.9E-01
25%-ES 4.1E-01 4.7E-01 3.4E-01 4.6E-01

GP 4.5E-01 4.8E-01 4.6E-01 4.9E-01

f5

75%-ES 2.5E-02 3.9E-02 3.2E-02 6.9E-02
50%-ES 2.3E-02 3.1E-02 2.8E-02 5.8E-02
25%-ES 2.0E-02 3.1E-02 2.8E-02 5.5E-02

GP 2.0E-02 3.1E-02 2.2E-02 4.3E-02
f6

75%-ES 4.3E-02 7.5E-02 5.4E-02 7.6E-02
50%-ES 5.6E-02 9.3E-02 5.4E-02 7.9E-02
25%-ES 4.4E-02 7.7E-02 5.8E-02 8.7E-02

GP 5.2E-02 8.8E-02 5.4E-02 8.6E-02

egy and model selection. This information is displayed by
means of standard box plot notation with marks at 25%,
50% and 75% of that empirical distribution. The first and
last mark in each case stands for the prediction risk of the
best and the worst execution respectively. In all cases the
size ntest of the validation set is 200. Note that the scaling
is different for each function.

Figure 1. Empirical distribution of the predic-
tion risk εntest for target functions f1, f3, f5 and
f6 over 100 experiments with q = 3

Figure 2. Distribution of εntest for target func-
tions f2 and f4 with q = 6
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5 Conclusive remarks and future research

We have designed a cooperative strategy between a ge-
netic program and an evolutionary algorithm. The genetic
program evolves straight-line programs that represent sym-
bolic expressions, whereas the evolutionary algorithm op-
timizes the values of the references to the constants used
by those symbolic expressions. The straight-line programs
have been introduced in the GP approach in a previous work
and they maintain good performance in solving the sym-
bolic regression problem. Experimentation has been per-
formed on a group of target functions and we have com-
pared the performance between some variants of the de-
scribed strategy and the standard slp-GP approach. Exper-
imental results have showed that our cooperative architec-
ture outperforms the purely GP algorithm.

Future work can be addressed to several research di-
rections. We could construct other cooperative strategies
adapted to our slp structure, as those described in [2] for
trees. Also we could include some local search procedure
into de ES that adjusts the constants, or define new meth-
ods for the construction of matrix A and Bi, corresponding
to the recombination step (equation 3) and mutation step
(equation 4) respectively. Another goal could be to study
the behavior of the GP algorithm without assuming previ-
ous knowledge of the length of the slp structure. To this
end new recombination operators must be designed since
the crossover procedure employed in this paper only ap-
plies to populations of slp’s having fixed length chromo-
somes. Finally we might optimize the references to con-
stants of our slp’s by means of classical local optimization
techniques such as gradient descent or linear scaling, as it
was done for tree-based GP (see [3] and [9]), and compare
the results with those obtained by the computational model
described in this paper.
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